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Organizational Surveys

Why Surveys? 

Have you found yourself wasting time, energy and resources on initiatives that end up going straight in the garbage? 
Sigh no more! Surveys are a great tool for revealing areas that need specific focus and/or groups that are flatlining, 
surviving or thriving so that you can offer direct and equitable support. 

The best thing you can do as a leader is lean in and proactively listen to your employees and clients. When administered 
thoughtfully, surveys can provide an excellent opportunity to hear their feedback and for you to show empathy for their 
concerns and needs. 

We recommend using surveys for: 

• Benchmarking and tracking engagement levels and/or drivers of engagement over time
• Taking culture checks; assessing whether employees’ perspectives and beliefs align with the overall organization 
• Measuring employee readiness for change 
• Determining the root cause of dissatisfaction issues so that you can target them accordingly 
• Measuring the key strengths in your organization, from a global perspective 
• Providing employees with an opportunity to provide feedback about their employer in order to improve 

organizational processes 
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Organizational Surveys Roadmap

This tool will serve as your handy resource for implementing a successful survey and getting the insights you need to 
drive impact. Follow these steps and become a change master in your organization today!
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1 Plan your Survey

2Write the Survey Questions
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4Analyze the Results

5 Develop an Action Plan 

Create a Communications Plan
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Step 1: Plan your Survey

Establish firm objectives and anticipated outcomes to help set the foundation of your survey. 

Set Objectives
It is critical to get clear on what you are hoping to use your survey for. Answer these questions up 
front to ensure stakeholders are aligned in the expectations for administering and using the survey 
results. 

Guiding Questions
1. Why are you sending out the survey? 
2. What information are you hoping to obtain? 
3. What are hoping to do with the information you obtain?
4. Who are the best people to provide you with this information?
5. Where is this group located? Are there any cultural sensitives to consider? 
6. How will we measure success/progress? 

Obtain Commitment
Obtain commitment from your leadership team and employees by identifying the owner of the survey 
initiative. This person or group of people should have both interest and authority to implement the 
feedback from the survey.   

Document this: 
q Purpose and goals of the survey 
q Responsibilities for owning the survey 
q Expectations for executing the survey 

Choose a Survey Platform
Some survey platforms have different functionalities than others. It is important to determine the 
platform you will be using upfront to ensure expectations are aligned when it comes time to write 
questions and administer the survey. 

Important Considerations
q Determine a platform for collecting feedback
q Ensure the platform is aligned with your organization’s data privacy agreements 
q Determine where you will store and organize your data 
q Install and test all data analysis software before administering your survey. 

*We have used SurveyMonkey, Qualtrics, Google Forms, and Typeform in the past. 
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Step 2: Write the Survey Questions

”Ask a stupid question, get a stupid answer.” – Unknown. 

Developing good questions can make the difference between a successful and not-so-successful survey initiative. Follow 
these steps to ensure you get the answers you’re looking for. 

Content
Your purpose for conducting this survey should guide how you write your questions (refer to Step 1 for 
help with crafting your survey’s purpose). 

Important Considerations
q Avoid deviating from the key goals of the survey 
q Be parsimonious. Ask 2-5 questions per content area. 
q Avoid double-barrelled questions. Do not measure more than 1 idea at a time. 
q Be clear and concise. 
q Avoid terms that have strong associations 
q Avoid leading and biased questions. 
q Ensure item-scale agreement. 

Choose the Best Format
The way you ask questions can elicit a completely different response. Be thoughtful when determining 
the most appropriate format for your survey items. 

Still not sure which format is best for you? Contact us at hello@envolstrategies.com for our expert advice!
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Pros Cons

Open-ended
In-depth understanding of 
respondents’ issues and 
concerns

Time consuming for 
respondents and analysts 

Closed-ended
Standardized responses 
across multiple groups 
makes comparisons simple 
and efficient 

May not reflect 
respondents’ true or most 
accurate attitude or opinion
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Step 2b: Writing the Survey Questions

Demographics: To include them or not to include them… 

Gathering demographics from your employees can be helpful to identify patterns within specific groups. 
However, they can also raise concerns about keeping private information safe and fair. It is important to strike a 
balance between asking specific demographic questions and asking too many of these identifying items. 

Here are some questions and considerations for striking the right balance: 

Guiding Questions
1. Is there a chance I will follow up with respondents? 
2. Do I/the organization have a trusting relationship with my respondents? 

If you answer “yes” to these two questions, it is more likely you will build a non-anonymous survey. 

Important Considerations
q Explain your reasoning for collecting demographic information
q Share how you will keep this information safe and anonymous/confidential  
q Make this section optional to complete 
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Step 3: Create a Communications Plan

This survey is part of your communications plan. Understanding how this process works in relation with your 
organization’s overall strategy is essential to effectively rolling out the survey. 

Frame your communications by determining what is being communicated (content), how it is being communicated 
(processes) and who is communicating the message (roles). 

Phase 1: Pre-Survey
Prepare your employees for the survey, before it even arrives in their inbox.  Let them know what’s coming, why their 
voice is wanted, and when to expect it. 

Phase 2: On the Survey 
Employees are likely to receive the link to the survey via their email. The body of this email should address: 
• What is being measured and why 
• What the survey will allow the organization to do 
• What is needed from employees 
• What employees can expect from the survey distributors
• How employees’ anonymity is protected 
• What the next steps will be 

Phase 3: Mid-Survey
Send 1-2 email reminders for employees to complete the survey by the closing date. Include the survey link in these 
reminder emails. 

Phase 4: Post-Survey
This is arguably one of the most important (and forgotten) steps in your communication plan. This is where employee 
buy-in is built and maintained. Start by sending a thank-you note to participants. After about a week from closing the 
survey, share an update. This can be as simple as “we are still analyzing the data and will share next steps shortly.” This 
is important to ensure employees’ their feedback didn’t go into a black hole. Once you have analyzed the data, share a 
summary of the results. This can be high-level and does not need to have an action plan attached to it. You can share 
that you are working to create a plan that will address the opportunities and gaps associated with the findings.

*Jump to Analyzing the Results for how to ensure anonymity when analyzing and presenting your data.

Phase 5: Celebrating Wins and Engagement Success
Using your results to create an action plan is one thing… leveraging your results to amplify engagement and support 
your employer brand is next level! Take a new lens to your data and you might find some success stories worth sharing.
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The CPR Model of Organizational Communication 
by Church, 1994b, p.31
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Step 4: Analyze the Results

The hard work of building the survey and recruiting employees to complete the survey is done. Now that the responses 
are rolling in, it’s time to uncover insights and drive impact from your data. 

Sorting Through the Data
The goal of analyzing data is to distill the myriad of opinions, perceptions, experiences, motives, 
backgrounds, preferences and ideas into tangible and actionable key themes and action planning.   

Important Considerations
q Identify and remove incomplete responses from the data set
q Identify and remove intentional or problematic response patterns from the data set (ie. all 5s) 
q Conduct item-level analysis to determine the highest- and lowest-rated items within a content 

area
q Conduct conceptual-level analysis to generate 4-5 key themes from the entire survey 
q Classify open-ended responses into content categories or themes

q Do not classify the same comment into different categories concurrently 
q Break up comments into separate parts of points and classify them into different themes 

accordingly

The Roll-Out Process
The delivery of the survey report is the second-half of the analysis process. It sets the stage for all 
subsequent reports and actions following it. 

Guiding Questions
1. Who will receive the survey results? 
2. When is the report expected to be delivered? 
3. What are the objectives in rolling out the survey results?

Important Considerations
For each target group, determine: 
q When they will receive a report 
q The objectives and issues relevant to report 

Each report should include: 
q Cover page 
q Executive summary 
q Introduction to the study 
q Review of preliminary research 
q Method of research 
q Survey results 
q Conclusions and recommendations 
q Appendix

*Contact us at hello@envolstrategies.com for help with preparing your survey report. 
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Step 5: Develop an Action Plan

Creating impact and change in your organization falls largely on the careful and intention use of the survey results. 
Here’s a few action planning steps to ensure your survey results are actioned in a meaningful way:

Creating a Game Plan for Success
While there are many approaches that you can take for action planning, these are five critical keys to 
success for every survey action planning process. 

Guiding Questions
1. Identify the resources needed for action planning before you start planning 
2. Communicate intentions and level of commitment among the action planning group early and to 

everyone
3. Ensure there is accountability and commitment from at least one member to act based on the 

survey results
4. Ensure senior-level commitment to acting and reassessing progress is strong
5. Identify survey items that contain action-oriented or behaviourally-based items first
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LOOKING FOR SUPPORT DEVELOPING 
YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL SURVEY? 

WE’RE HERE TO HELP!

Contact us today:
hello@envolstrategies.com

envolstrategies.com • hello@envolstrategies.com • +1 778.650.0090


